
In this study the realistic business plan for establishing a small
company concerned with manufacturing of luggage for so-called enduro
motorcycles and related products is made.

The actual situation on the market is considered and the detailed mar-
keting plan that takes into account the necessary actions to achieve
prosperity is defined. The financial plan and possibilities of future (lo-
velopment of the company are sketched out. The considered advantages
and disadvantages of selected type of product are discussed. The pro-
cess of establishing of a company is described in detail, the advantages
and disadvantages of an individual forms of company with reapect to
given character and range of chosen activity are discussed. The SWOT
analysis has been used to evaluate the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportu-
nities, and Threats involved in a business venture. It involves specifying
the objective of the business venture and identifying the internal and
external factors that are favorable and unfavorable to achieving that
objective. The SWOT analysis is very helpful tool eSpecially for better
consideration of survivability of the business with respect to competi-
tive surrounding and situation on the market. Great attention is paid to
the financial plan, where a financial costingness of foundation of a small
company and its first year on market is described. Estimate of charges
and revenues for next few years is included, too. Financial plans and
SWOT analysis Show that the business venture in this form in Czech
market is realizable. Manufacturing and retail of 11.1ggagc and racks for
motorcycles are capable to generate enough earnings for establishing
sufficient resources for future deveIOpment and satisfy the needs of the
businessman. In Czech republic there is no such competitive surround-
ing at this segment as is common in the Western EurOpe. It seems to
be necessary to broad assortment and plough back to the company.
In future there is possibility to expand to the very similar Polish and
Slovakian market.
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